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Abstract 
Human spoken language requires the concomitant utilization of numerous cognitive and motor 
skills. Two particularly relevant skills are orofacial-motor control (OFM), the ability to 
purposefully move one’s facial muscles, and breath control (BC), subglottal air pressure that 
fuels sound production, as both are necessary in the voluntary production of speech. Many have 
claimed these competencies are uniquely human qualities without great ape antecedents. 
However, here we describe both skills in genus Pan, which contains our closest extant relatives: 
chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) and bonobos (Pan paniscus). We hypothesized that OFM and BC 
would be present in both species of Pan and that bonobos would demonstrate increased OFM 
and BC due to their stronger reliance on vocal communication compared to chimpanzees. To test 
this hypothesis, different groups of a total of forty-three apes (24 chimpanzees and 19 bonobos) 
were trained to protrude their lower lip and tongue, inhale to retrieve a food item, and exhale to 
elevate a ball to a certain height in a clear cylinder. Apes underwent 50 OFM trials per condition, 
and the number of times the requested action was completed successfully was recorded. No 
significant differences were found between species for lower lip protrusions (t(42)=0.59, 
p=0.55); however, bonobos were significantly better at tongue protrusions (t(36)=4.46, p< 
0.001). Diffusion tensor images were available for a subset of the chimpanzee sample (n=17). 
These subjects were then divided into high and low orofacial-motor performers and differences 
in intrahemispheric connectivity and FA values of the left and right inferior of the precentral gyri 
(IPrCG; the area responsible for mouth movements in chimpanzee brains) were examined with 
no significant differences between groups (left IPrCG: t(15)=.58, p=0.57;  right IPrCG: t(15)=-
1.03, p=0.32; right and left IPrCG: t(15)=-0.244, p=0.81). For BC, apes underwent 40 trials for 
both inhalation test trials and exhalation test trials; success and time it took to succeed were 
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recorded. Significantly more chimpanzees reached inhale training criterion (Z(33)=-2.0737, 
p=0.03), and chimpanzees were more often successful in both conditions of inhale test trials 
(5inch tube: (t(33)=-2.27049, p=0.03); 9.5inch tube: (t(33)=-3.14644, p=0.003)). There were no 
significant differences between species in reaching exhale training criterion (Z(33)=-1.5958, 
p=0.11). These data suggest that these two language prerequisites existed at a rudimentary level 
prior to the Pan/Homo split and, thus, evolved outside of the hominid lineage.   
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Chapter 1: Language 
 Language is a bidirectional, open-ended system of communication in which arbitrary 
signs or signals stand for concepts (Fitch, 2010; Dunbar 2007). Unlike the communication 
systems of other animals, human language is limitless in its ability to represent thoughts and 
ideas and can not only refer to the present, but the past, future, and abstract as well. Additionally, 
language does not require a stimulus for a signal to be sent or received and contains syntactic 
structure (changing order of signals can change the message meaning) and semantics (signals 
contain symbolic meaning). Language is based on choices the speaker makes; each speaker 
decides what to say and how to deliver the message. Communication, on the other hand, requires 
the presence of a stimulus to produce a signal and lacks, for the most part, syntactic structure and 
semantics. 
 Although language has often been considered a hallmark of human behavior, there are 
still considerable questions regarding its origin and evolution despite being of strong interest to 
scientists since Darwin’s evolution by natural selection was widely accepted. Recently, Fitch 
(2010) deemed the emergence of language as of one the most important evolutionary events to 
have occurred in the last 5-10 million years, and Christiansen and Kirby (2003) called it the 
“hardest problem in science.” This thesis is an examination of two different aspects of language 
that require additional study to understand their origins: orofacial-motor and breath control. 
These two prerequisites of speech were studied in our closes living relatives, chimpanzees and 
bonobos, to elucidate if these skills may have been present in our last common ancestor (LCA).  
Examining Language Evolution 
Language requires the integration of multiple anatomical and physiological mechanisms; 
these mechanisms allow speakers to produce or suppress sounds, control what sounds are 
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produced, and allow for the auditory processing of these sounds. Spoken language, or speech, is 
the vocalized form of language by the production of phonemes (identifiable units of sound); it is 
characterized by voluntary control and is culturally shared among a community (Colbert-White 
et al., 2014; Aaltonen and Uusipaikka, 2003; Pawel and Slocombe, 2011). While language can 
be in different modalities (i.e. sign language), speech is only auditory and allows the 
transmission of phonemic sounds faster than that of the vocal signal counterparts of other 
animals (Lieberman, 1984). The evolution of speech as a tool for language required the evolution 
of different adaptations. Some of these include the modification of the vocal tract, vocal learning, 
and volitional control of sound production. In addition, cognitive mechanisms are necessary to 
allow speakers to organize and sequence thoughts in a meaningful way, give speakers an 
awareness of what the recipient already knows and understands, and control motor movements of 
speech production. In all likelihood, a portion of this large suite of behaviors is shared among the 
great apes and humans rather than appearing for the first time in early humans (MacLarnon, 
1999). Humans share many characteristics with nonhuman apes; thus, it would seem unlikely 
that all these precursors of language emerged rapidly within hominids after the last common 
ancestor of humans, chimpanzees, and bonobos. 
Language, as a behavior, does not leave behind a fossil record, making the direct study of 
its evolution challenging. However, there are indirect ways we can look at language evolution 
through the study of our fossilized ancestors. These fossilized hominids can leave clues as to 
when different anatomical, and sometimes even behavioral, prerequisites emerged. For example, 
some have used the diameter of the hypoglossal canal as an indication of how much control the 
individual has over the tongue due to the importance of orofacial-motor control of active 
articulators in speech (Kay et al., 1998).  The hypoglossal nerve passes through the hypoglossal 
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canal, and this nerve is important in speech because it innervates all the intrinsic and extrinsic 
muscles of the tongue except palatoglossus (Ghedia et al., 2015), In humans, the cross-sectional 
area of the hypoglossal canal is 1.85 times larger than in chimpanzees, 2.44 times larger than 
bonobos, and 1.33 times larger than gorillas after correcting for cranial size (see Fig. 1; Kay et 
al., 1998). Evolution of breath control has also been examined via anatomical means. MacLarnon 
and Hewitt (1999) claim that purposeful control over respiration (i.e. breath control) evolved 
with Homo erectus approximately only 500 thousand years ago. The authors assert that language 
could not have existed prior to this date, because fossil evidence indicates that thoracic canal 
diameter and thickening of the thoracic vertebrae- both indicators of the size of the rib cage, 
which determines how large the lungs can expand- first emerge at levels that resemble modern 
Homo sapiens in Homo erectus.  
Scientists have not reached a consensus as to when language first emerged. Holloway 
(1983) suggests its emergence began in australopithecines based on cerebral growth during this 
time that lead to a significantly larger brain than hominoids (nonhuman great apes) as well as the 
presence of cerebral asymmetries that are seen in humans today. Others believe language came 
much later in Homo, specifically around Homo erectus, based on group size increases that 
created the need to coordinate individuals (Aiello and Dunbar, 1993) and a disagreement on 
australopithecine and human brain similarities (Falk, 1980). Language emergence within Homo 
erectus supports the idea that language began in the Upper Paleolithic approximately 40 
thousand years ago based on archaeological evidence of behaviors where language seems 
necessary due to a required increase to encode information, such as colonization of the Americas 
and Australia, ritual disposal of dead, social differentiation, and agriculturalists; this is at about 
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the time Homo erectus disappears from the fossil record and Neanderthals and early Homo 
sapiens appear (Noble and Davidson, 1991). 
Although the examination of our extinct ancestors is important, the study of our closest 
extant relatives can help us gain clues as to when in human evolutionary history certain skills and 
behaviors evolved that cannot fossilize. We can examine close primate relatives and search for 
any homologies, or shared ancestral traits, among closely related species assumed to have similar 
evolutionary origin to learn about the evolutionary emergence of certain human behaviors. If 
there are traits present in Homo and both species of the most closely related genus, Pan (bonobos 
and chimpanzees), such as orofacial-motor and breath control, we can infer these skills are 
homologous between all three species and that their evolution occurred before the last common 
ancestor of these three species. It is important to study aspects of human behavior in close rather 
than distant relatives to ensure that similarities are due to homology rather than convergent 
evolution. For example, many have examined vocal learning and flexibility in psittacines 
(Pepperberg, 2002), and though there may be similarities between human and psittacines’ vocal 
capabilities, these behaviors indicate homoplasy rather than homology as not all, or even the 
majority, of species between parrots and humans share this trait.  
As mentioned above, it is unlikely all the prerequisites of language emerged within the 
hominin line. However, this needs to be tested in other species to confirm humans do share some 
traits of language with other hominoids. For example, it has been established that chimpanzees 
and dogs have abilities to process human speech at the phonetic and lexical level (Savage-
Rumbaugh et al., 1993; Kaminski et al., 2004). The categorical perception of vowels has also 
been documented in chinchillas, demonstrating their ability to process speech (Kuhl and Miller, 
1978). Based on these species’ abilities, it seems that the processing of speech is fairly conserved 
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across the mammalian class. Thus, the requirements to process speech seem to have been in 
place long before humans diverged from a common ancestor with chimpanzees and bonobos.  
This leads us to assume that it is the production of speech and language, rather than 
processing, that is unique to humans. There are numerous motor and anatomical requirements for 
spoken language. These include lungs, a descended larynx, control over respiration, and the 
tongue, jaw, and lower lips. The primary function and physiology of the lungs, larynx, and 
tongue are conserved throughout mammals (Fitch, 2000; Herbst et al., 2012; Taylor and Reby, 
2010), and the anatomy of human and chimpanzee tongues are similar (Takemoto, 2008). Fitch 
et al. (2016) claims that the descent of the larynx, a part of human anatomy often held 
responsible as the primary anatomical adaptation that allowed humans to have speech, is not as 
important as previously thought. The lowered larynx is believed to allow speakers to make rapid 
changes in formant frequency depending on the larynx’s shape, which distinguishes speech from 
other vocalizations (Liberman et al, 1967). Chimpanzees, however, have a mild descent of the 
larynx (Nishimura et al., 2006), and many mammalian species lower the larynx when vocalizing 
(Fitch, 2000). Fitch (2017) argues that primate vocal tract anatomy was built for speech prior to 
hominids and that increased breath control (based on MacLarnon and Hewitt, 1999) and neural 
control of speech anatomy is what separates humans and other animals.  
However, the control of respiration and the orofacial musculature remain generally 
unexplored in our closest extant relatives, leaving questions as what makes human speech and 
language special. Though it is assumed these traits are generally absent in nonhuman animals, 
Waller et al. (2016) make an eloquent point that, “dominant ideas can become entrenched and 
inhibit the field from moving in alternative, or even complementary, directions.” Therefore, the 
goal of this thesis is to collect systematic, empirical data regarding if and to what extent our 
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closest extant relatives, chimpanzees and bonobos, have control over their orofacial musculature 
and breathing.  
Closest Extant Relatives: Chimpanzees and Bonobos 
 Chimpanzees and bonobos are humans’ closest extant relatives, with our last common 
ancestor existing about six million years ago (Becquet et al, 2007). The chimpanzee and bonobo 
lineages split approximately 0.93 million years ago (Hey, 2010). Although neither species is 
considered closer to humans, there are some genes that chimpanzees share with humans and not 
bonobos, and some genes that bonobos share with humans and not chimpanzees (Prüfer et al., 
2012).  
Despite the fact that the two species of Pan are geographically isolated from one another, 
they nonetheless display similar anatomical features. It is for this reason that the two species 
were not considered separate until the 1930s (de Waal 1988). Bonobos tend to be more gracile 
than chimpanzees and exhibit a dark face from birth. Chimpanzees, on the other hand, tend to be 
more robust than bonobos, and are born with a pale face that may or may not change in color as 
the individual ages (Goodall et al, 1986).  
Despite a close relatedness and similarities in appearance, bonobos and chimpanzees 
exhibit notable behavioral differences. Bonobos are a matriarchal species, with females leading 
the group and forming strong bonds at the core of the group (Boesch et al., 2002). Chimpanzees 
share power throughout the group’s males in a hierarchy, tend be territorial, and resolve conflict 
with aggressive interactions (Goodall et al, 1986). Bonobos famously solve their conflicts 
through a socio-sexual genito-genital rubbing that eases tension across the group, minimizing 
inter-individual aggression (White, 1998). Bonobos are also less aggressive when foraging; like 
chimpanzees, bonobos are omnivorous, and evidence of meat consumption has been seen 
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(Surbeck et al., 2009); however, most of their diet consists of terrestrial herbaceous vegetation 
(THV) despite the availability of food with a higher nutritional value (White, 1988). 
Chimpanzees gain most of their nutrition from different fruits, small quantities of meat (mostly 
small mammals and small monkeys), and occasionally THV (Conklin"Brittain et al, 1998; 
Furuichi et al, 2001). 
One of the most striking, but least studied, differences between these species are their 
communicative behaviors. Chimpanzees communicate vocally with relatively low frequency, 
noisy barks and grunts, whereas bonobos produce tonal peeps and yelps that are considerably 
higher in frequency than their chimpanzee counterparts (de Waal, 1988). It has been 
hypothesized that the vast differences between the Pan species’ feeding ecology may have 
shaped the differences seen in their vocal behavior (Moore et al., 2014). Chimpanzees primarily 
forage for a clustered resource, fruit, which allows conspecifics to maintain visual access to each 
other. Conversely, bonobos spend most of their time foraging for THV, a scattered resource that 
does not allow for visual contact while conspecifics are distributed across larger areas. These 
differences in feeding ecology led Moore et al (2014) to hypothesize that bonobos rely on vocal 
communication more than chimpanzees due to the lack of visual contact while foraging. Their 
hypothesis was supported when they found that bonobo vocalizations were more flexible and 
less tied with certain contexts than those of chimpanzees and produced less frequently with a 
concomitant signal suggesting the species’ communicative behavior reflects their foraging 
strategies (Moore et al, 2014). 
Studying both these species offers an opportunity to learn more about humans’ 
evolutionary trajectory and allow us to make predictions about the hominid lineage by giving us 
clues as to what our last common ancestor looked like. If a trait is present in chimpanzees, 
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bonobos, and humans, we can infer that the last common ancestor likely possessed this trait as 
well. When making claims about our evolution, it is important to include both species of Pan, 
rather than just the more frequently studied chimpanzees. If a trait is present in humans and only 
one member of Pan, it makes it harder to claim homology rather than convergent evolution. 
However, if both species of Pan and humans share the trait it is parsimonious to say the last 
common ancestor had the trait as well.   
Evidence for Language in Animal Kingdom 
  Though language is a defining feature of humans, many have tried to teach other animals, 
mainly other great apes and parrots, to use language as we do. One of the first prominent animal 
language experiments was done with Vicki the chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes; Hayes and Hayes, 
1951). The goal of this study was to teach Vicki to articulate different spoken English words 
(Hayes and Hayes, 1951). However, after six and a half years, Vicki only managed to produce 
crude vocalizations of “mama,” “papa,” and “cup,” after the Hayes’ solicited the utterances from 
her and after much manipulation of the shape of her mouth (Hayes and Hayes, 1951; Wallman, 
1992). Notwithstanding, nonhuman apes (hereafter apes) can develop skills of language 
comprehension that far surpass their ability for vocal language production. Gua, a chimpanzee 
raised by the Kellogg family, was co-reared with the couple’s human son (Kellogg, 1933). Up 
until the end of the fourth month of the study, Gua surpassed their son in the number of phrases 
to which she could respond to appropriately and understand (Kellogg, 1933). However, even 
Kellogg (1933) admits that it is unclear how much of Gua’s appropriate reactions were driven by 
linguistic understanding rather than contextual information.  
 Language in apes has also been studied via nonvocal means. Using American Sign 
Language rather than spoken language took advantage of the apes’ natural ability to gesture and 
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their manual dexterity while bypassing their putative inability to produce speech-like sounds. 
Washoe the chimpanzee had a vocabulary of 132 signs after 51 months (Gardner and Gardner 
1978), Koko, a gorilla (Gorilla gorilla gorilla) could produce and understand 250 signs by 48 
months (Patterson, 1979), and Nim, another chimpanzee, acquired approximately 125 signs by 
three years and eight months (Terrace, 1979). 
 Though these projects demonstrated that our closest extant relatives can understand and 
produce language at a rudimentary level, these sign language projects did lend to some 
controversy. Ape hands have an elongated palm and fingers, making the formation of some signs 
difficult for them to produce and difficult for the human to interpret. To combat these issues, 
Rumbaugh (1977) developed a language analogue (LANA) system comprised of arbitrary 
symbols that represented words called lexigrams.  Savage-Rumbaugh (1993) used LANA to 
study language in bonobos, with Kanzi being the most successful. Kanzi was found to have the 
English comprehension comparable to that of a two-year-old human at eight years old (Savage-
Rumbaugh et al, 1993) and is also able to communicate with his care-staff and researchers using 
these lexigrams (Savage-Rumbaugh and Lewin, 1994; Segerdahl et al., 2005). These studies 
have demonstrated that have apes an ability to comprehend and produce nonvocal language at a 
rudimentary level. 
Present Study 
 Studies of language evolution have often included the examination of nonvocal language 
in apes or the study of archaeological remains. However, human language is primarily vocal and 
requires the concomitant utilization of numerous cognitive and motor skills, many of which do 
not leave behind fossil evidence. Speech is unique to humans, and two of the skills necessary to 
produce speech are orofacial-motor and breath control. Orofacial-motor control allows the 
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speaker to choose what sound to produce, while breath control fuels the vocalization. Failed 
attempts to teach ape speech (Hayes and Hayes, 1951) have resulted in the assumption that these 
two language prerequisites exist without great ape antecedents. Experimentation on either of 
these skills is limited, and most literature that does exist is either a case study of a single 
individual apes or an examination of a behavior (such as vocal learning) without direct 
experimentation. The suite of studies described below aims to explore orofacial-motor and breath 
control presence in our closest extant relatives, chimpanzees and bonobos, to help us learn when 
in our evolutionary history these two skills emerged.  
 
Chapter 2: Orofacial-Motor Control 
Orofacial-Motor Background Information  
While apes do have a rudimentary linguistic competency suitable for language (Savage-
Rumbaugh et al, 1993; Patterson, 1979; Terrace, 1979), there is not sufficient evidence that they 
contain any of the motor skills necessary for speech. One of these skills is orofacial-motor 
control. Orofacial-motor control is characterized by the ability to purposefully move or restrain 
one’s lips, facial muscles, tongue and jaw. In human speech, the tongue, jaw and lower lip are 
active articulators, which are the parts of oral anatomy that move during speech (Davenport et al, 
2010). Navigating the movement of these articulators is necessary for producing a sequence of 
phonemes to create speech. In humans, a basic level of orofacial-motor control is innate, 
demonstrated by infants sticking out their tongue when they are done nursing (Forrester et al, 
2015) and infants that are blind displaying typical facial expressions (Tröster et al, 1992). During 
a child’s language development, articulation movements improve with age, as their orofacial-
motor control increases, so that by about age six, their speech is generally understood by a 
nonfamiliar party (Wertzner et al., 2001). 
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All children undergo the same stages of language acquisition, and though some children 
often struggle with proper articulation while developing, almost all grow to have orofacial-motor 
control that matches that of the greater population, either naturally or with the aid of speech 
therapy (Stromswold, 1996). In nonhuman primates, orofacial movements, whether facial 
expressions or vocal production, are considered involuntary and merely a response to a present 
stimulus (Lieberman, 1998). This is supported by the longer face of apes relative to humans. This 
longer oral cavity can make it difficult to leverage the tongue for speech movements (Duchin, 
1990). Chimpanzee and bonobos’ longer face has an elongated, yet smaller oral cavity that does 
not allow for the same range of tongue movements during vocalizations as it does for humans 
(see Fig 2; Duchin, 1990). Shortened faces equivalent to Homo sapiens are first seen after Homo 
ergaster in Homo erectus. Their shortened orofacial region coincided with shorter tongue 
muscles and allowed for a “human-like flexibility” of their tongue, enabling better articulation of 
speech sounds believed to be similar to that of modern humans (Duchin, 1990). It is for these 
reasons that a high degree of orofacial-motor control is thought to be absent outside of the Homo 
lineage, and spoken language evolution is suggested to have started here. However, there is 
evidence for this language prerequisite in our closest extant relatives.  
Facial Expressions 
 Though language can be autonomous in the vocal modality, other signals are often used 
that supplement the information being transmitted.  For example, the appearance of facial 
movements, mostly of the lips, tongue, and mouth, while speaking can influence the phoneme 
the recipient perceives (McGurk and MacDonald, 1976).  Facial expressions of the speaker can 
also help the recipient gather more information about the message. Nonhuman primates also 
utilize facial expressions when communicating with conspecifics. These facial expressions have 
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been considered strongly linked to emotions since Darwin’s The Expressions of the Emotion in 
Man and Animals (1872). Darwin considered the facial expressions of both humans and animals 
to be reflex responses, which has been supported in more recent work (Levenson et al., 1990). 
Others suggest that facial expressions are a response to a situation that better prepares the 
individual for what they are about to experience. For example, human fear facial expressions 
include “bulged” eyes, increasing the visual field and flared nostrils to increase respiration in 
preparation to flee (Susskind et al., 2016). These facial expressions are not only communicative 
but can have these proximal functions as well (Shariff and Tracy, 2011; Waller et al., 2016).    
 Although facial expressions in both humans and nonhuman primates are often emotional 
responses, humans are still able to suppress or create facial expressions without a stimulus to 
convey semantic meaning. Facial expressions in apes show a left face bias suggesting that facial 
expressions are under the control of their right hemisphere, which supports the hypothesis that 
facial expressions in apes are emotionally-based rather than communicatively (Fernandez-
Carriba et al., 2002; Hauser, 1993; Hook-Costigan and Rogers, 1998).   
 Even though most facial expressions in nonhuman primates seem to be reflexive, 
emotional responses, they are still under some degree of voluntary control. Chimpanzees, for 
example, can rapidly mimic the facial expressions of others (Davila-Ross et al., 2011), and 
gelada baboons (Theropithecus gelada) play-bouts that include facial mimicry were longer than 
those without (Mancini et al., 2013). The authors suggest that the facial mimicry confirms that 
both parties involved in the play-bout are enjoying themselves and, thus, continue the positive 
interaction, as opposed to ending the play bout early due to uncertainty of the partner’s 
intentions. During these play bouts, facial expressions are under orofacial-motor control and 
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have semantic meaning when they are used to facilitate the social interaction by exchanging 
important information.   
Sound Articulation  
Despite these predominantly reflexive facial expressions, some apes can control their 
orofacial movements. Hopkins et al. (2007a) found that some captive chimpanzees create what 
they dubbed “attention getting” (AG) sounds that are used to gain the attention of an inattentive 
human. When chimpanzees were faced with an out of reach food item in conditions that included 
an inattentive human, they were more likely to produce either a raspberry (sound made by 
expelling air onto closed lips) or an extended grunt (voiced, atonal sounds produced with an open 
mouth) compared to when just the food item or just the human were present (Taglialatela et al., 
2012; Hopkins et al., 2007a). The authors concluded that these sounds are under the volitional 
control of the chimpanzees, and used for specific communicative ends. Thus, AG sounds 
demonstrate some degree of orofacial-motor control. Further studies on AG sounds found that 
they were socially learned like language, specifically via transmission from mother to offspring 
(Taglialatela et al., 2012), and that they could be vocally learned via positive reinforcement 
training (Russell et al., 2013). These findings provide additional evidence that chimpanzees have 
some degree of volitional control of their oro-facial musculature and breathing. AG sounds 
indicate a level of orofacial-motor control previously thought absent in nonhuman primates.  
Orofacial-Motor Control Study One: Lower Lip and Tongue Protrusions 
There are few studies on orofacial-motor control, despite its role as an important 
prerequisite of language. Without the ability to coordinate the movements of orofacial 
musculature, speech and language would be impossible. Yet it remains unknown when in our 
evolutionary history orofacial-motor control that supported speech emerged. Learning more 
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about the origin of orofacial-motor control can help us better understand language evolution, 
especially when studied in close extant relatives. Studying orofacial-motor control in bonobos 
and chimpanzees can help us infer to what degree orofacial-motor control evolved before or after 
the Pan/Homo split. If chimpanzees and bonobos demonstrate at least a basic level orofacial-
motor control, we can infer that the last common ancestors of Pan and humans likely also shared 
this trait six million years ago. Though the studies mentioned above examine orofacial-motor 
control, most take an indirect approach such as studying behaviors that require orofacial-motor 
control (i.e. facial expressions) rather than movement of orofacial musculature. Here, orofacial-
motor control was examined directly in chimpanzees and bonobos through lower lip and tongue 
protrusion performance. Since bonobos rely on the vocal modality exclusively more so than 
chimpanzees, (Moore et al., 2014), it was hypothesized that bonobos would demonstrate 
increased orofacial-motor control and, thus, perform better on the lower lip and tongue 
protrusion tasks.  
Lower Lip and Tongue Protrusions: Subjects 
 Subjects for the orofacial-motor tasks reside in four different locations: bonobos were at 
the Ape Cognition and Conservation Initiative in Des Moines, IA and the Milwaukee County 
Zoo in Milwaukee, WI, and chimpanzees were at the Yerkes National Primate Research Center 
Field Station in Lawrenceville, GA and the Main Center of the Yerkes National Primate 
Research Center in Atlanta, GA.  
 The Ape Cognition and Conservation Initiative is a research facility with five bonobos 
(average age 19.6; 1 female, 4 males). Bonobos here spend their day in social groups, foraging 
for meals, engaging with enrichment, undergoing husbandry training, and participating in 
behavioral research. At the Milwaukee County Zoo, 14 of the 23 bonobos in residence were part 
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of the study (average age 18.64; 9 females, 14 males). Most of these bonobos spend their days on 
display to the public in relatively large social groups of about two to eighteen individuals and 
undergo different husbandry training with keepers. The two Yerkes National Primate Research 
Center facilities vary greatly. At the Field Station in Lawrenceville, the 12 chimpanzee subjects 
(average age 26.41; 10 females, 2 males) live in social groups with access to indoor and grassy 
outdoor space. Chimpanzees interact with human caregivers and trainers on a regular basis and 
participate in behavioral research studies. The 12 Main Center chimpanzees (average age 26.75; 
7 females, 5 males) are pair housed, living in concrete indoor/outdoor runs. These chimpanzees 
participate in behavioral research and have limited exposure to enrichment and human 
caretakers. 
Lower Lip and Tongue Protrusions: Methods 
 The goal of both orofacial-motor tasks was to protrude two different active articulators 
(the lower lip and tongue) on command and hold them to a target for three seconds. These two 
protrusions were chosen to allow us to examine the neurological underpinnings of orofacial-
motor control based on their status as active articulators in human speech as well as Grabski et 
al.’s (2012) work determining the cortical and subcortical regions of tongue and lower lip 
movements in humans during functional magnetic resonance imaging, (see Orofacial-Motor 
Control Study Two: Differences in Brain Anatomy and Orofacial-Motor Control). 
For this project, the lower lip task was the first conducted by all apes (see Fig. 3 for order 
of all studies). In this portion of the study a total of 43 apes (19 bonobos, consisting of 10 
females and 9 males averaging 19 years in age) and 24 chimpanzees (17 females and 7 males 
averaging 27 years old) underwent training to perform a lower lip protrusion followed by lower 
lip protrusion test trials to act as a measure of orofacial-motor control. Following the lower lip 
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protrusion test trials, apes underwent the tongue protrusion task. The tongue protrusion study had 
a sample of 37 apes: 17 bonobos (8 females and 9 males averaging 19 years old) and 20 
chimpanzees (14 females and 6 males averaging 28years old). Sample size differed across tasks 
due to availability of the apes for research, ape death, and the apes’ willingness to participate in 
the research tasks.  
Training: Lower Lip  
 To perform these protrusions all apes underwent ten minute training sessions. These 
training sessions occurred either within the ape’s social group or in isolation. Prior to each 
training session a small “jackpot” of a handful of grapes or other preferred food item was given 
to the ape to get them engaged and excited to work. Once the ten minute timer began a 12 inch 
lollipop stick was brought to the tip of the ape’s lower lip. Just before the stick contacted their 
lip, a verbal cue of “lower lip” and a visual hand signal of placing a thumb and a pointed finger 
on the edges of the experimenter’s mouth were given. Once the stick touched the ape’s lip, a 
primary reinforcer (clicker) was sounded and followed by a food reward. The behavior was 
shaped using positive reinforcement, and the lollipop stick was placed further and further away 
from the ape’s lip to force them to protrude their lower lip to reach the stick target themselves. A 
lower lip protrusion was defined as the extension of the ape’s lower lip past the resting state, 
extending approximately an inch further forward than their upper lip, and while their tongue 
remained within their oral cavity. The time within the training session in which the ape first 
performed the behavior on command was noted as the “time of approximation” to indicate this 
was the first time the ape performed a protrusion close to the end goal of holding the protrusion 
for three seconds. 
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 After the ape successfully protruded their lower lip to the target approximately five times, 
they were then asked to hold their lower lip in place starting for a one second, then two, and 
finally three. The first time the ape successfully protruded their lower lip to the lollipop stick and 
held for three second was recorded as the “time of perfect execution.” For the remainder of the 
training session, apes were asked to hold the behavior for three seconds. At the completion of the 
ten minute training session, the ape was rewarded with a food jackpot with approximately a cup 
of grapes or other food items. If the ape never successfully reached a time of approximation or a 
time of perfect execution during their first training session, an additional ten minute training 
session was given. This was done to ensure orofacial-motor performance was independent of 
different learning speed and capabilities.  
Training: Tongue protrusion 
 After each subject had completed the lower lip training and trials, they progressed onto 
the tongue protrusion task. The set up for these training sessions was consistent with the lower 
lip task: ten minute training sessions with a time of approximation and time of perfect execution 
(see description below), with a maximum of two training sessions to reach a time of 
approximation.  
 To begin, the tip of the 12’ lollipop stick was covered in mustard or nut butter to entice 
the ape to reach their tongue out of their mouth and touch the stick target. Just before the target 
was reached, a verbal cue of “tongue” and a visual cue of wiggling the left pointer finger, was 
given by the experimenter followed by a bridge (clicker) and a food reward. A tongue protrusion 
was defined as the top of the tongue moving independently from the lower lip, and past the ape’s 
teeth. Once the ape was consistently protruding their tongue to the target, the food-free side of 
the stick was presented, and the verbal and visual cues were given. If the ape protruded their 
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tongue and touched the target without food successfully, this was recorded as the time of 
approximation. After the ape had successfully protruded their tongue to the target, they were then 
asked to maintain the behavior until they were able to hold their protruded tongue still for three 
seconds. The first time this happened was recorded as the time of perfect execution.  
Trials 
 After successfully performing a time of perfect execution for a lower lip protrusion and 
tongue protrusion respectively, the apes then underwent two sessions of 25 trials (total 50 trials) 
on two separate days for each task. During these trials, the ape was simply asked for the behavior 
and to hold for a count of three. Success performing the behavior was recorded as “Yes” or “No” 
for each trial.  
 To progress to the second session of 25 trials, the ape needed to score at least 80%. If 
they scored lower than this, an additional training session was given before the second set of 
trials. If the ape did not perform a protrusion every trial for ten trials (i.e. received 0/10), the trial 
session was stopped and an additional training session was given. After this single training 
session, the second session of twenty-five trials was given. Additionally, to ensure that each ape 
was focused throughout the trial sessions, the first five trials per task were compared to the last 
five trials of the same task. 
Orofacial-Motor Scores 
After each ape had finished the lower lip and tongue protrusion tasks, an “Orofacial-
Motor Score” was calculated for each subject for each task. This was calculated by dividing the 
percentage of the fifty trials the apes successfully performed the protrusion by the number of 
training sessions the subject needed (the minimum possible number of training sessions was one, 
and maximum was three; see Fig. 4). This calculation took the different number of training 
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sessions needed for each subject into account when comparing performance on each task. This 
was done for both lower lip and tongue.  
Lower Lip and Tongue Protrusions: Results 
 Bonobos successfully protruded their lower lip 89.16% of the fifty trials and had an 
average Lower Lip Orofacial-Motor Score of 82.47. Chimpanzees averaged 84.25% success on 
trials and had an average Lower Lip Orofacial-Motor Score of 77.49. There was not a significant 
species difference (t(42)=0.59563, p=0.56; see Fig. 5). 
 Bonobos successfully protruded their tongue 88.47% of the time and had an average 
Tongue Orofacial-Motor Score of 81.18. Chimpanzees averaged success for 56.2% of the tongue 
protrusion trials, and had an average Tongue Orofacial-Motor Score of 39.25. Bonobos were 
found to have a higher Tongue Orofacial-Motor Score than chimpanzees (t(36)=4.46435, 
p<0.001; see Fig. 6).  
 Of all eighty sets of chimpanzee and bonobo lower lip and tongue protrusion trials, the 
first five trials were significantly different than the last five trials in only 16.25% of cases after a 
Fisher’s Exact Test (average p=0.74). These thirteen instances all showed an increased in 
performance except one. Teco, a six-year-old bonobo showed a significant decrease in 
performance between the first five and last five trials of his lower lip task (p<0.05)  
Lower Lip and Tongue Protrusion: Discussion 
 Apes showed they were consistent when testing, as the first and last five trials were 
similar across most subjects. When there was a difference between the first and last five trials, 
they showed an improvement of performance in every case but one. Bonobos and chimpanzees 
did not differ significantly in their ability to protrude their lower lip and hold it at a target; 
bonobos did, however, outperform chimpanzees in tongue protrusions. As mentioned previously, 
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bonobos could be outperforming chimpanzees in tongue protrusions due to increased reliance on 
vocal communication in bonobos (Moore et al., 2014). When vocalizing, the shape of the mouth 
dictates what sound is produced. Since bonobos are utilizing vocal communication more often 
than chimpanzees it is not surprising that they are better able to control the movement of their 
tongue compared to chimpanzees, who utilize gestural and concomitant communication more 
often (Moore et al., 2014). While there has been indirect evidence that apes show a degree of 
orofacial-motor control through facial expression mimicry (Davila-Ross et al., 2011), vocal 
control (Hopkins et al., 2007a), and vocal learning (Taglialatela et al., 2012), these data indicate 
that the two ape species most closely related to humans do possess at least a basic level of 
orofacial-motor control of the active articulators used by humans during speech production. This 
suggests that purposeful control of orofacial-movements of the lower lip and tongue existed to 
some degree prior to the Pan/Homo split six to eight million years ago.  
 However, it is surprising that bonobos demonstrated better orofacial-motor control of 
their tongue than chimpanzees when looking at anatomical evidence. Taketmoto (2008) found 
that chimpanzee tongue anatomy is very similar to that of humans. While the anatomy of the 
actual tongue may be the same between bonobos, chimpanzees, and humans, Kay et al (1998) 
suggested that bonobos have less innervation to their facial musculature based on the size of the 
hypoglossal nerve cavity. The authors used the size of the hypoglossal canal in fossilized 
hominins to extrapolate when tongue innervation was comparable to modern day humans. They 
suggested that the smaller hypoglossal canals of Australopithecus africanus and Homo habilis 
still retained similar tongue motor innervation to apes and would not have articulation 
capabilities. Tongue motor innervation was not comparable to modern day humans until the 
middle Pleistocene where two specimens had hypoglossal canal diameters within the Homo 
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sapiens range (Kay et al., 1998). If they are correct in presuming the size of the hypoglossal 
canal is indicative of the number of fibers innervating the nerve, their findings suggest that 
speech-like capabilities existed prior to previously thought based on cognitive skills (Kay et al., 
1998). 
 However, the behavioral data found in this thesis refute the notion that anatomy can 
solely predict behavior when it comes to aspects of orofacial-motor control and speech. As 
mentioned above, bonobo hypoglossal canals are 2.44 times smaller than that of humans, while 
chimpanzee canals are only 1.85 times smaller than humans when adjusting for cranial size (Kay 
et al., 1998). When extrapolating data based on anatomical evidence, it would be predicted that 
chimpanzees would have increased tongue motor control based on their larger hypoglossal canal, 
which is able to contain more nerve fibers to innervate the tongue. Despite this, it was found that 
bonobos out performed chimpanzees on tongue protrusions (t(36)=4.46435, p< 0.001; see Fig. 
6).  
 Georges Cuvier (1769-1832) is considered the founder of comparative anatomy and 
began the examination of fossilized remains to predict function and behavior (Benton, 2010). 
When looking at fossils, comparative biologists and paleontologists often make parsimonious 
inferences (Benton, 2010). If it seems there is shared function between species based on similar 
anatomical features, it is presumed that this is true despite a lack of direct evidence. As language 
does not fossilize, the anatomy of extinct hominins has been used to make inferences of when 
certain aspects of language evolved. This includes brain size, vocal anatomy tract, as well as 
general body morphology.  
 Neanderthals are thought to have possessed speech capabilities based on anatomical 
similarities to humans (Barney et al., 2012). Neanderthal fossils show hyoid bone morphology 
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(Arensburg et al., 1989; Martinez et al., 2008) and thoracic canal size (MacLarnon and Hewitt, 
2004) similar to humans and the same form of the FOXP2 “language” gene as humans (Krause et 
al., 2007). While we cannot examine the behavior of Neanderthals, paleontologists would 
conclude that Neanderthals had similar articulatory capabilities to humans based on the similar 
anatomy (Barney et al, 2012). Though this is parsimonious to infer, this thesis has demonstrated 
that anatomy does not always reflect behavior. When behavioral data is available, such as in 
chimpanzee and bonobo tongue motor control, it is important to examine it rather than just 
making conclusions on anatomy. As for fossilized hominins when behavioral data is not 
available, close extant relatives can be studied as a model to narrow the timeframe of possible 
emergence of a trait.  
 The data here indicate that both bonobos and chimpanzees do have considerable control 
of their orofacial musculature and are consistent with other reports that these apes have voluntary 
control of the sounds they are producing. For example, Hopkins et al. (2007a) have shown that 
chimpanzees adjust their production of AG sounds based on the communicative demands of the 
situation.  In other words, chimpanzees are making a choice of how to shape their mouth to 
produce the desired sound. Orofacial movements of the articulators dictate which phonemes are 
produced in a stream of human speech. Chimpanzees here show a similar ability: they can 
cognitively select what sound they are producing and form it based on movement of their mouth 
and tongue and they are able to choose to make said sound without a stimulus necessarily being 
present (Hopkins et al., 2007a). Bonobos have also been observed producing similar AG sounds 
(personal observation) although they remain unstudied. The presence of this class of sounds in 
bonobos can let us assume that they are used similarly as in chimpanzees, thus the selection of 
what sound is produced is potentially under voluntary control in bonobos as well. 
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 The same experiments done here can be applied to other apes in the hominid clade to 
better pinpoint when in evolutionary history the ability to control the movements of the lower lip 
and tongue emerged. Now that it has been established that the closest extant relatives to humans 
possess this ability, it would be interesting to see if gorillas and orangutans are capable as well. If 
gorillas and orangutans can also protrude their lower lip and tongue to a target, it can be 
suggested that this basic level of orofacial-motor control not only existed six to eight million 
years ago in the LCA of Pan and Homo, but of the hominid LCA as well. 
 An orofacial-motor control study without a training component would also be beneficial. 
This would remove any learning effects and get to the core of the capability. This could be 
accomplished through a device that incorporates multiple orofacial movements to extract a food 
item. It would also be interesting to see to what extent apes can sequence orofacial movements 
similar to human speech. In speech, humans are navigating the movement of multiple articulators 
to form a single phoneme. They then string together different phonemes by rapidly changing the 
placement of the active articulators. Though here it was demonstrated that apes can move these 
same articulators, it remains unknown if they are able to change the movements as is done in 
speech. This would further close the gap of our understanding as to when the degree of orofacial-
motor control necessary for speech emerged. If the apes can sequence different orofacial 
movements in rapid succession, we would infer that this high degree of orofacial-motor control 
existed prior to the Pan Homo split. 
 While studying the different behavioral mechanisms required for language is important, 
the study of the genetic underpinnings is as well. FOXP2 has been identified as a gene required 
for proper development of language located on chromosome 7 at the SPCH1 loci and spans 
5.6cM on chromosomal band 7q31 (Fisher et al., 1998). This gene was discovered through the 
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KE Family when half of its members exhibited a speech and expressive language disorder 
attributed to a mutation of their FOXP2 gene (Hurst et al, 1990). Afflicted family members 
displayed an orofacial praxis leading to poor articulation (Vargha-Khadem et al, 1998), and had 
developmentally delayed and simplified speech (Hurst et al, 1990). FOXP2 is present in all 
mammals and has been highly conserved throughout its evolutionary history (Enard et al, 2002). 
The human FOXP2 protein differs at only three amino acids from the mouse FOXP2 protein, and 
two from that of a chimpanzee (Enard et al, 2002). Enard et al (2002) concluded that this change 
allows humans to select and/or sequence orofacial movements- a skill they stated nonhuman apes 
do not possess. Based on the findings here, we have demonstrated that apes do possess, at 
minimum, a rudimentary ability to select the movement of orofacial-musculature despite the 
ancestral FOXP2 gene. A future study can determine if sequences of orofacial movements are 
possible. Currently, FOXP2 is the only gene to have demonstrated a direct relationship with a 
unique human characteristic (Fitch, 2010), thus it offers important insight into human evolution 
specifically regarding language. Comparing FOXP2 expression across species and across high 
and low orofacial-motor performers can offer more insight as to what exactly the amino acid 
changes in humans are responsible for.  
Orofacial-Motor Control Study Two: Differences in Brain Anatomy and Orofacial-Motor 
Control  
Neurological Underpinnings of Orofacial-Motor Control 
Motor movements of the mouth region in the human brain are represented bilaterally in 
the inferior portion of the motor area along the precentral gyri based on electrical stimulation 
experiments during neurosurgery (Penfield and Boldrey, 1938). When forming different 
phonemes during speech, the lower lip and tongue are two of the most important articulators. It 
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has been demonstrated that the movement of these two articulators to produce speech and speech 
processing are dominant in the left hemisphere of the human brain (Broca, 1865; Wernicke, 
1874) where the right hemisphere is mainly responsible for emotional processing (Borod et al., 
1997). These asymmetries were originally considered unique to human brains (Crow, 2004); 
however, there is evidence for brain asymmetries in chimpanzees as well (Hopkins, 2007b). 
Neurological underpinnings of orofacial movements have been less studied in 
chimpanzees than they have in humans. The motor homunculus of the chimpanzee brain has 
been classified via electrical stimulation (Bailey et al., 1950), allowing us to define different 
regions as responsible for the movements of different body parts (see Fig. 7) just as was done by 
Penfield and Boldrey (1938) in humans. Bailey et al. (1950) define the precentral gyrus as the 
area of the chimpanzee brain to be responsible for leg, shoulder, arm, hand, face, and tongue 
movements with orofacial musculature control contained within the inferior portion of the 
precentral gyri (see Fig. 7).  
Diffusion Tensor Imaging 
 Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a noninvasive magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
method, used to visualize and evaluate white matter pathways/tracts by identifying white matter 
bundles (Behrens et al., 2007; Lanyon, 2012). White matter is the part of the brain composed of 
bundles of myelinated axons that carry nerve signals to different areas between cell bodies 
(Blumenfeld, 2010). This method examines white matter microstructure at the millimeter-lever, 
and can estimate the integrity of these pathways by imaging water diffusion characteristics 
(Latzman et al., 2015; Lanyon, 2012; Behrens et al., 2007). These connections allow for 
communication between different white matter nodes of the brain, without such connections 
communication between regions would not be possible (Skudlarski et al., 2008). To use DTI, 
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multiple MR Images are taken to measure water’s ability to diffuse along a gradient in various 
directions, with this gradient being different connections between brain nodes (Skudlarski et al., 
2008). These images can also track the dominant direction of diffusion (Hagmann et al., 2013). 
Overall, DTI allows for an analysis of the inhomogeneity of how and where water diffuses across 
the brain (Skudlarski et al., 2008). This allows for the measurement of the “strength” of white 
matter nerve bundles and fractional anisotropy (Skudlarski et al., 2008). 
 Anatomical connectivity pathways between brain regions are likely just as crucial in 
function than the regions themselves, lending to the importance of studying these connections 
rather than just the structures (Latzman et al., 2015). Probabilistic tractography reflects the 
different orientations of water diffusion across the brain (Behrens et al., 2007). This method can 
trace crossing fibers (Behrens et al., 2007; Parker and Alexander, 2005; Smith et al., 2003) as 
well as deliver data on the integrity of white matter within and between different regions of 
interest (ROIs; Latzman et al., 2015). Fiber tracking is most often done qualitatively (Skudlarski 
et al., 2008) with the 3D reconstruction of tractography showing the orientation of white matter 
bundle patterns present in the brain at all voxels (Lanyon, 2012). However, the volume of the 
tracts can be calculated to make quantitative assessments. The volume of the tracts allows for the 
comparison of connectivity between an external variable such as different group memberships 
(Latzman et al., 2015). In previous research, differences in connectivity calculated through DTIs 
have been shown to correlate with behavioral measures (Lanyon, 2012). Additionally, there have 
been correlations between fractional anisotropy (FA) and behavioral performances on cognitive 
tasks, such as reading (Klinberg et al., 2000), visuo-spatial attention (Tuch et al., 2005), and 
mental rotation (Wolbers et al., 2006). FA is the measurement that quantifies the degree to which 
water can diffuse along the 3-dimensional tracts that are describe by DT Images (van Gelderen et 
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al., 1994; Basser, 1995; Basser and Pierpaoli, 1996; Conturo et al., 1996). This value is 
determined by microstructural features of the white matter axons including: integrity of axonal 
membranes, the amount of myelin surrounding the axon, the axonal orientation, and the size and 
number of axons (Klinberg et al., 2000). Increased myelination of the neuronal axons of white 
matter indicates higher anisotropy.  
Present Study 
 Since the anatomy of orofacial-motor areas across humans and other great apes is 
generally the same (Takemoto, 2008), it has been argued that it is the neural control of these 
articulators that separates humans and other apes, and allows for humans to produce speech. This 
project aims to examine intrahemispheric connectivity of the inferior precentral gyrus (the region 
of the chimpanzee brain that is responsible for the motor control of the oro-facial musculature; 
Bailey et al., 1950) and the neuroanatomical differences in this region between high and low 
performers of orofacial-motor tasks. It was predicted that chimpanzees who performed better on 
the lower lip and tongue protrusion tasks would have increased connectivity within the inferior 
precentral gyrus (IPrCG), especially in the left IPrCG as this is the hemisphere that is responsible 
for speech production in humans (Broca, 1865; Wernicke, 1874). Higher connectivity and 
innervation is often used as an indicator for increased control (see MacLarnon and Hewitt, 1999) 
and differences in connectivity measured by tract volume and FA have been observed based on 
performance in cognitive behavioral tasks (Klinberg et al., 2000; Tuch et al., 2005; Wolbers et 
al., 2006). Thus we hypothesized that the chimpanzees with better control of their orofacial 
musculature would show higher connectivity in the regions responsible for these movements 
than chimpanzees with less control. Additionally, we explored any differences in fractional 
anisotropy between high and low performers. Individuals with decreased connectivity, or 
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disruption to their white matter tracts may have lower anisotropy values (Klinberg et al., 2000). 
For this analysis, we predicted that high performers would have increased FA over low 
performers, indicating greater integrity of white matter within their mouth-motor region. 
Brain Anatomy and OFM: Subjects 
 Of the twenty chimpanzees that completed the lower lip and tongue protrusion tasks, 
seventeen had Diffusion Tensor Imaging scans available. These subjects live at both sites of the 
Yerkes National Primate Research Center (see above for descriptions of both facilities). These 
seventeen subjects were then classified as “High Performers” or “Low Performers” based on z-
scores of each subject’s Total Orofacial-Motor Scores. Lower Lip Orofacial-Motor Scores and 
Tongue Orofacial-Motor Scores were combined to create a Total Orofacial-Motor Score (see 
Fig. 4) allowing group membership to be determined by a single indicator. Z-scores were 
calculated for each subject by subtracting the average Total Orofacial-Motor Score from their 
Total Orofacial-Motor Score divided by the standard deviation of all seventeen of the Total 
Orofacial-Motor Scores (see Fig. 8). If the chimpanzee had a positive Z score, they were 
classified as High Performers (n=9); if the chimpanzee had a Z score below zero, they were 
classified as a Low Performer (n=8). These two groups are distinct categories with no overlap 
between them (see Fig 9). The average Total Orofacial-Motor Score of High Performers was 
162.44, and 79.58 for Low Performers (see Fig 10). These groups’ Total Orofacial-Motor Scores 
were significantly different (t(16)=-4.73904, p<0.001). When looking at a distribution of High 
and Low Performers based on Total Orofacial-Motor Scores, 50% of Low Performers and 62.5% 
of High Performers are not within the lower and higher quartiles and exist in the middle of the 
distribution. This creates a bimodal distribution and again indicates that these two groups are 
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discrete and are significantly different rather than the extremes in both categories driving these 
distinctions.  
 To ensure that the results were not byproducts of how individuals were classified based 
on Total Orofacial-Motor Scores, performance groups were also created for each task. Lower Lip 
High (n=13) and Low Performers (n=4) were classified based on each subject’s Z Score as was 
done above. These groups were significantly different (t(16)=7.81887, p<0.001) with Lower Lip 
High Performers having an average Lower Lip Orofacial-Motor Score of 95.28, and Low 
Performers 27.42. This was done similarly for the Tongue Orofacial-Motor Scores. These groups 
were significantly different (t(16)=7.026, p<0.0001). The Tongue High Performers (n=6) had an 
average Tongue Orofacial-Motor Score of 81.17 and Tongue Low Performers (n=11) had an 
average score of 21.80. Only six subjects were high performers in both the lower lip and tongue 
task. 
Brain Anatomy and OFM: Methods (see Supplementary Materials for exact Pipeline) 
Image Acquisition 
 Collection of Diffusion Tensor Imaging data were collected during annual physical 
examination of the chimpanzees while they are already anesthetized to minimize stress on the 
animal. The apes were first sedated with ketamine (10mg kg-1) or telazol (3-5mg kg-1) and were 
then anaesthetized with propofol (40-60mg kg h-1). Once anaesthetized, they were then 
transported to a scanning facility. Chimpanzees were placed in a supine position in a 3.0T 
scanner (Siemens Trio) while wearing a human-head coil. Two sets of whole brain diffusion-
weighted data with a single-shot EPI sequence with a b-value of 1000 s mm−1 with 60 diffusion 
directions were acquired as well as one image without diffusion weighting (b-value of 0 s 
mm−2). Data were acquired transaxially (FOV = 243 × 243) using 42 contiguous slices with no 
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gap, which covers the entire brain with resolution of 1.9 × 1.9 × 1.9 mm. Averages of two sets of 
diffusion-weighted data were collected per subject with phase-encoding directions of opposite 
polarity (left–right) to correct for susceptibility distortion. After the chimpanzee had been 
scanned, they were returned to their home cage and were singly housed for 2-24 hours to ensure 
a safe recovery from the anesthesia before they were returned to their social group. 
Seed Masks 
Following skull stripping, each individual’s clean whole brain scan was registered to a 
previously established chimpanzee brain template. The regions of interest (ROIs) for this project 
were the left and right inferior portion of the precentral gyri (IPrCG). These ROIs were manually 
traced on each individual’s T1-weighted scans (see Fig. 11a). Based on landmarks used in 
previous research, the superior border of the left and right IPrCG was the first slice inferior to the 
KNOB (i.e. after the KNOB fell out). The KNOB was not included in the ROI mask since this is 
the motor hand region of the chimpanzee homunculus in the axial plane (Bailey et al.,1950; see 
Fig. 7). The region was bound posteriorly by the central sulcus and anteriorly by the precentral 
sulcus with the lateral border being the brain border and a line connecting the two sulci in the 
axial/transverse plane. If the region bifurcated, the posterior sulcus was considered the border. 
The inferior border was the slice in which either the precentral sulcus or central sulcus no longer 
connected to the lateral brain border. Seed masks were also made for each individual’s left and 
right hemispheres to be included as an exclusion mask for examining intrahemispheric 
connectivity (see Fig. 11b). After tracing of the ROIs had been completed, each subject’s 
bedpost directory was registered to their clean whole brain scan that had been previously 
registered to the chimpanzee template using FDT diffusion on FSL. The BEDPOST program 
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builds sampling distributions on the diffusion parameters at each voxel, which are used to create 
tractography. 
Image Analysis 
 Probabilistic tractography of intrahemispheric connectivity to the IPrCG was performed 
using the diffusion toolbox (FDT) available in the Oxford Center for Functional Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging software, FSL (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). To place DTI scans in the same 
stereotaxis space as the structural MRI scans and masks for the ROIs, each subject’s individual 
DTI was registered to the T1-weighted MRI template using linear transformation (FLIRT) within 
the registration option in the FDT module of FSL. The transformation matrix from this 
registration was then applied to the seed space.  
Probabilistic fiber tractography was computed using the Probtrackx module of FSL on 
the BEDPOSTX output to generate an estimate of the most likely connectivity distribution 
between the seed and the targets. The standard parameter of 5000 sample tracts per seed voxel 
was used. Using the left or right IPrCG as the seed and the contralateral hemisphere as the 
exclusion mask and with the seed space not diffusion, Probtrackx quantified the intrahemispheric 
connectivity of the left and right IPrCG separately. Probtrackx was run two times per subject 
with the seed as either the left or right IPrCG using the contralateral hemisphere as the exclusion 
mask. Each analysis yielded a total volume of tracts as a measure of connectivity, and a 
curvature threshold of 50% of the maximum possible tracts was used for each subject to remove 
extraneous information (i.e. the tracts all subjects would have, regardless of group membership). 
Tracts are thresholded due to the sheer amount of connectivity in the brain. Looking at only half 
of the possible tracts allows subject variability to be examined. Without this threshold, any 
possible differences may be lost. Volume of the tracts demonstrates the amount of connectivity 
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per subject: a higher volume of tracts would be indicative of higher connectivity than a lower 
volume of tracts. 
The varied sizes of each subject’s left and right IPrCG masks needed to be accounted for. 
Each subject’s FDT Path, the histogram for the spatial distribution of connections, was divided 
by their waytotal. The waytotal accounts for the number of samples that satisfy conditionals of 
the ROI masks and exclusion criteria. Dividing each subject’s FDT paths by their waytotal 
accounts for the fact that less samples than possible have been used to create the probabilistic 
connectivity. This makes each subject’s connectivity comparable across different subjects and 
normalizes the value removing any effect varying brain and mask sizes may have.  
Fractional Anisotropy 
 After connectivity volumes had been calculated FA values were examined. First, each 
subject’s clean whole brain scan was registered to their FA values by a FLIRT (FMRIB's Linear 
Image Registration Tool) using FSL. In the transformation, a rigid body 6 parameter model was 
used to place the visualization and numeric values of their FA scores on their brain scan image 
(see Fig. 11c).  
FSL Stats 
 FSL Stats was used to calculate the volume of the tracts coming in and out of both right 
and left IPrCG masks, the volume of the tracts of the left IPrCG, and the volume of the tracts of 
the right IPrCG for each subject. This volume was measured in cubic millimeters and was used 
as an indication of connectivity. FSL stats was also used to analyze FA values. Here, FSL stats 
yielded an average FA value of the tracts coming in and out of the left and right IPrCG, the 
average FA values of the tracts coming in and out of the left IPrCG, and finally the average FA 
values of the tracts coming in and out of the right IPrCG. 
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Brain Anatomy and OFM: Results 
IPrCG Connectivity Results 
High performers had an average total tract volume of 336.98 mm3, left IPrCG tract 
volume of 136.32 mm3, and right IPrCG tract volume of 200.65 mm3. Low performers had an 
average total tract volume of 315.13 mm3, left IPrCG tract volume of 169.23 mm3, and right 
IPrCG tract volume of 145.90 mm3 (see Fig. 12). No significant differences were found between 
chimpanzee high orofacial-motor performers and low orofacial-motor performers based on Total 
Orofacial-Motor Scores when examining the volume of the connectivity tracts of the left IPrCG 
(t(15)=0.58, p=0.57), the right IPrCG (t(15)=-1.03, p=0.32), nor when looking at both 
hemispheres (t(15)=-0.244, p=0.81; see Fig. 12). The individual with the highest tract volume 
after thresholding (765.92 mm3) and the lowest (83.00 mm3) were both high performers (see Fig. 
13). 
When looking at high and low performers based on Lower Lip Orofacial-Motor Scores, 
there were no significant differences in the volume of connectivity tracts of the left IPrCG 
(t(15)=0.15, p=0.88), the right IPrCG (t(15)=0.30, p=0.77), nor the whole brain (t(15)=0.28, 
p=0.78). Similarly, there were no differences in volume of connectivity tracts when high and low 
performers were classified by Tongue Orofacial-Motor Scores: left IPrCG (t(15)=-1.36, p=0.19), 
right IPrCG (t(15)=-1.14, p=0.27), nor left and right IPrCG (t(15)=-1.62, p=0.13).  
Fractional Anisotropy Results  
 There were no significant differences in average FA found between high and low 
orofacial-motor performers based on Total Orofacial-Motor Scores (see Fig. 14). The average 
FA value for high performers was 0.167 for the whole brain, 0.18 for the left hemisphere, and 
0.17 for the right hemisphere. Low performers did not differ from high performers with an 
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average FA value of 0.18 for the whole brain (t(15)=-1.29, p=0.18) , 0.19 for the left hemisphere 
(t(15)=-1.09, p=0.29), and 0.19 for the right hemisphere (t(15)=-1.33, p=0.20). 
 When looking at high and low performers based on Lower Lip Orofacial-Motor Scores, 
there were no differences in average FA values for left IPrCG (t(15)=-1.27, p=0.22) or the right 
IPrCG (t(15)=-1.71, p=0.11). There was a trend for low performers to have a higher average FA 
value (0.20) than high performers (0.17) when looking at both hemispheres (t(15)=-210, 
p=0.053), however the p value was just above 0.05. There were also no differences in average 
FA value when groups were based on Tongue Orofacial-Motor Scores: left IPrCG (t(15)=-0.93, 
p=0.37), right IPrCG (t(15)=-0.65, p=0.52), whole brain (t(15)=-0.76, p=0.46). 
Brain Anatomy and OFM: Discussion  
 Despite finding no significant differences in IPrCG connectivity and FA between high 
and low orofacial-motor performers no matter how the groups were classified, there are possible 
reason as to why. The most obvious being the low sample size. It is likely that the individual 
variation among the small sample of seventeen chimpanzees masked any differences we see in 
brain regions responsible for orofacial movements. Additionally, the images analyzed could not 
reflect the individual’s current neuro-connectivity and FA values as these chimpanzees were 
scanned years prior to the behavioral testing (average distance between scan and behavioral task 
was 7.92 years) and the time between imaging and the behavioral testing varied among subjects 
(range: 5.09-9.36 years).  However, it is also possible that are our tasks were too basic in design 
to see a neurological difference. While some chimpanzees did struggle with the behaviors, in 
general the activation of a body part to move to a target was simple at the core. In the future, 
more challenging orofacial movements can be studied behaviorally in a larger sample, to then 
see if chimpanzees who performed well have any neurological differences than those who did 
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not. An interesting addition could also be pre- and post-imaging to see if the learning of the 
behavior itself is tied with change in neuro-connectivity. Another option of study could be an 
orofacial-motor task that did not require training, such as a food extraction device as mentioned 
above.  
 Conversely, it is possible that we did not find any differences because there are not 
neuroanatomical differences between chimpanzees that are proficient at controlling their 
orofacial musculature compared to those who are not. Grabski et al. (2012) did not see any 
differences between human brain activation during lower lip protrusions and tongue retractions; 
however, these behaviors are easier for humans to perform without any training as the 
experimenter can simply ask for the behavior using language. 
 
Chapter 3: Breath and Vocal Control 
Breath Control Background Information  
Breath is the “subglottal air pressure that fuels sound production” and, thus, its control is 
necessary for voluntary vocal production. It is considered an adaptation specifically for speech 
that emerged after the Pan/Homo split with Homo erectus approximately 1.6 million years ago 
(MacLarnon and Hewitt, 1999; Fitch, 2010). Breath control allows a speaker to vocalize long 
utterances, emphasize particular sound units, control pitch and intonations to form different 
sounds, and take linguistically significant inspirations or expirations (MacLarnon et al, 1999). 
Exhalations in the human breathing cycle are the driving force of the distinct breathing pattern 
during speech. Humans take faster inhalations during speech than their natural breathing rate 
which allows for quiet breathing (Borden and Harris 1984). While the quiet breathing cycle 
during human speech production has an average ratio of 15:85 inhalation-to-expiration length, 
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gorillas have a much longer inhalation and shorter exhalation with a ratio of 35:65 (Mitchell et 
al., 1996; MacLarnon and Hewitt, 1999; Borden and Harris, 1984). The long expiration period 
during speech allows for the production of numerous different sounds powered by a single 
exhale. In contrast, it has been demonstrated that other great apes produce a single sound per 
exhale (MacLarnon and Hewitt, 2004), such as chimpanzee pant hoots (Marler and Hobbett, 
1975; Marler and Tenaza, 1977; Clark and Wrangham, 1993). 
However, despite its importance for speech, breath is an aspect of language that is often 
forgotten and has been largely ignored in studies of language evolution (MacLarnon and Hewitt, 
1999). When examining breath control in other primates, MacLarnon and Hewitt (2004) point 
out that scientists have taken an indirect approach and studied breath control by examining an 
animal’s vocal flexibility and their ability to produce a vocalization voluntarily without any 
direct experimentation on breath control. 
Vocal Flexibility and Vocal Learning 
Vocalizations in primates are considered innate, and vocal learning and flexibility has 
been long assumed to be absent in the primate order outside of humans based on the involuntary 
nature of their vocal communication (Pinker 1994; MacLarnon & Hewitt 1999; Corballis 2003; 
Premack 2004; Pollick & De Waal 2007; Arbib et al. 2008; Tomasello 2008; Goodall, 1986; 
Wrangham et al, 1994).  In addition, isolation and cross-fostering rearing studies have 
demonstrated that monkeys that were reared in isolation or that were cross-fostered by other 
species, such as rhesus macaques being raised by Japanese macaques and vice-versa, displayed 
species-typical vocalizations despite no prior exposure to these repertoires (Hammerschmidt and 
Fischer, 2008; Owren et al., 1992).  
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In apes, a limited vocal flexibility is supported based on the above-mentioned study with 
a single human-reared chimpanzee named Vicki, where she was only able to produce human 
sounds outside her natural repertoire after manipulation of her mouth (Hayes and Hayes, 1951). 
However, closer examination of vocal control and flexibility in apes suggests that chimpanzees 
do show a degree of flexibility in their pant-hoot vocalization. For example, wild chimpanzees 
share more similarities in their pant-hoots with individuals with whom they spend more time 
(Mitani and Brandt, 1994), and the use of pant-hoots while traveling is associated with the 
proximity of their partners (Mitani and Nishida, 1993). Bonobos also show a degree of vocal 
flexibility in their copulation calls during gentio-genital rubbing. Clay and Zuberbühler (2012) 
found that low ranking females were more likely to produce a copulation call while interacting 
with a high-ranking female compared to other dyads. These flexibilities can be attributed to the 
audience effect, where individuals modify their communication based on who is present while 
demonstrating some voluntary breath control necessary to produce some vocalizations.   
Vocal learning and vocal flexibility in chimpanzees have been established with the social 
learning of “raspberry” sound production similar to the above-mentioned AG sounds. Marshall et 
al. (1999) found that male chimpanzees in one captive group produced this sound between their 
pant-hoot bouts. When one of these males was moved to another group, the new group members 
began to use this sound in their pant-hoots as well. These new chimpanzees heard this unfamiliar 
sound and were able to vocally learn it and add it to their vocal repertoire. Some captive 
chimpanzees also produce raspberries as well as a voiced extended grunt as AG sounds 
voluntarily (Hopkins et al., 2007a). Both sounds require breath to fuel them; a raspberry requires 
a breath on pursed lips and a voiced extended grunt needs breath to fuel the vocalization 
(Hopkins et al., 2007a). The situation specificity both in the wild (Marshall et al., 1999) and 
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captivity (Hopkins et al., 2007a), social learning (Taglialatela et al., 2012), and trainability 
(Russell et al., 2013) of these sounds shows volition in their production, suggesting that an 
ability to voluntarily control breathing is present to some degree in at least some chimpanzees.  
Breath Control in Nonhuman Apes 
Other than the AG sound publications, few other studies have directly evaluated whether 
apes possess a level of breath control. The existing work is confined to a few individuals, most of 
which have had atypical rearing histories. Koko the gorilla has been reared by humans with 
limited exposure to conspecifics since six months of age and is regularly exposed to wind 
instruments (Perlman et al., 2012). When Koko was engaged with a wind instrument, she used a 
breathing pattern faster than her typical breathing and was able to vary the number and duration 
of audible notes she produced (Perlman et al., 2012). Additionally, Koko “cleans glasses” by 
bringing the them to her mouth, exhaling onto them, and wiping the glasses with a tissue 
(Perlman and Gibbs, 2013). Perlman et al. (2012) suggested that these behaviors demonstrate a 
“pulmonic fluency,” thus indicating that at least a single gorilla possesses some level of breath 
control.  
Other instances of breath control in enculturated apes (apes reared in a human 
environment) are Cooper the chimpanzee and Suryia the orangutan. Cooper is a privately-owned 
chimpanzee that lives as a pet.  His owners allow him to spend time in a pool. Without any 
training, Cooper began submerging his head under water for as long as 15 seconds despite an 
inability to swim (Bender and Bender, 2013). Suryia was raised by humans at The Institute of 
Greatly Endangered and Rare Species (T.I.G.E.R.S) where he was trained to swim and dive. 
Suryia could swim with his eyes open underwater and dive to the bottom of the pool to retrieve 
an item. However, the authors were not clear on how long Suryia was able to submerge his head 
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(Bender and Bender, 2013). These two apes can cease their breathing for the entire duration that 
they are submerged in the water and do not breathe while under water, demonstrating at least 
some limited breath control.   
An orangutan named Bonnie studied at the National Zoological Park in Washington D.C. 
has also shown breath control behaviors. Though Bonnie was not raised by humans, she has 
lived in a zoo her entire life and has had daily exposure to humans. At twelve years old, Bonnie 
began spontaneously creating a sound that resembled a human whistle (Which et al., 2009). Of 
the 19 times a human model whistled for Bonnie, she whistled back 14 times; thus, this whistle 
sound seems to be under voluntary production. Bonnie is also able to modify her whistle 
duration, as her whistles were significantly longer following a model with a longer duration than 
a shorter model (Wich et al., 2009). Bonnie’s whistles demonstrate fine control of both her oro-
facial musculature to shape the sound as well as her breathing to fuel it.  
Present Study 
Although the above examples do support the hypothesis that great apes do have some 
voluntary control of their breathing, breath control has not been systematically studied in a 
sufficiently-sized sample of great apes. Here, breath control was studied in the genus most 
closely related to humans, Pan. It was hypothesized that the majority of the bonobos and 
chimpanzees in the sample would display some ability to voluntarily regulate their breathing. 
Additionally, it was predicted bonobos would demonstrate greater breath control based on their 
heavier reliance on vocal communication compared to chimpanzees (Moore et al., 2014).  
Breath Control: Methods and Results 
Subjects 
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 The breath control subjects included 16 bonobos (7 females and 9 males averaging 19.5 
years old) and 18 chimpanzees (13 females and 5 males averaging 27years old). These subjects 
are housed at the Ape Cognition and Conservation Initiative, the Milwaukee County Zoo, and the 
Yerkes National Primate Research Center Field Station and Main Center. See “Orofacial-Motor 
Methods, Subjects” for a description of each location. 
Breath Control: Inhale Methods 
 The goal of the inhale breath control task was for the ape to retrieve a small food item, 
such as a half peanut, from the back of a horizontal clear tube via inhalation within twenty 
seconds (see Fig. 15a for set up). When possible, this task was performed with the ape in 
isolation or with an additional experimenter to distract other apes so that the subject was able to 
work with minimal interference and distraction from conspecifics.  
Breath Control: Inhale Training  
 To begin, each ape was presented with a 2.5 inch long clear PVC tube with a one inch 
diameter that had half a shelled peanut inserted at one end (see Fig. 16a). If the subject could 
inhale to retrieve the peanut in under ten seconds, they progressed straight to inhale test trials. If 
they were unable to do so, up to six ten minute training sessions were given. 
 Each inhalation training session began with a small jackpot of a handful of preferred food 
items, such as grapes or sweet potato, to get the ape engaged and excited to work. The apes were 
first presented the tube with the food item on the edge of the tube closest to the ape’s mouth. If 
the subject did not immediately place their mouth around the tube, they were trained to do so via 
positive reinforcement training as described above. When the ape retrieved the food item by 
inhalation or by reaching it with their tongue or lips, an audible clicker was sounded as a primary 
reinforcer and a food reward or grapes or other preferred food item was given. The food item 
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was then placed further back to prevent their lips or tongue reaching the peanut. The first time 
the ape inhaled within the training session was recorded regardless of successful food extraction.  
Once the ape began inhaling, the peanut or pistachio piece was placed approximately 
1.25 inches into the tube. After the ape had retrieved the food item via inhalation ten times from 
this halfway point, the nut was then moved to the back of the 2.5 inch tube where it remained for 
the rest of the training session. The number of times the ape was successful in retrieving the food 
item from the full 2.5 inches within the ten minute training session was recorded. Each ape was 
presented with a different number of opportunities to retrieve the food item based on their 
individual speed. Apes that were quick to inhale were then able to attempt more times than those 
that were slower; for example, an ape that took 1-5 seconds to retrieve the food item via 
inhalation would spend less time attempting than an ape that took 10-20 seconds and, thus, 
would be presented with the tube more often. 
In order to progress to inhalation test trials from inhalation training, the ape must have 
retrieved the food item from the back of the tube via inhalation at least ten times within a single 
training session. A maximum of six ten-minute training sessions with no more than two in a 
single day were given to reach criterion. If the ape never retrieved the food item ten times, they 
were considered to have failed inhalation, did not progress to trials, and moved on to the next 
task of exhale training. If they never displayed breath control behaviors (i.e. never retrieved the 
food item via inhalation), the subject was scored as failing both the inhale and exhale tasks.  
Breath Control: Inhale Trials 
 There were two conditions with different lengths of tube for the inhalation test trials: 5 
inch and 9.5 inch (see Fig. 16b, c). Each length of tube had a diameter of 1.0 inch. For each 
condition, the ape underwent two ten-trial sessions for a total of 20 trials per condition and 40 
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trials overall beginning with the 5 inch trials. Each trial was a maximum of twenty seconds. The 
success of food retrieval was recorded as Yes or No, and if they were successful the duration of 
successful retrieval was recorded as well. Duration began when the tube touched the subject’s 
mouth and was paused if the ape disengaged with the tube. After twenty trials with the 5inch 
tube and twenty with the 9.5inch tube were completed, the ape then moved on to the exhale 
training and trials. 
Breath Control: Inhale Results  
 Of the 16 bonobos who participated in the inhale breath control task, only half reached 
inhale training criterion and continued to inhale test trials, while a significantly higher proportion 
of chimpanzees, 83.33% of all 18 chimpanzees (15 subjects), reached criterion and continued to 
inhale test trials (Z(33)=-2.0737, p=0.03; see Fig. 17). 
5 inch Inhale Trials Results 
 On average, bonobos successfully retrieved the food item from the back of the 5 inch 
tube 44.69% of the time with an average time of 3.2 seconds. Chimpanzees successfully 
retrieved the food item 78.33% of the time with an average time of 1.99 seconds. There was no 
significant difference in the time it took bonobos and chimpanzees to retrieve the food item via 
inhalation (t(33)=1.20135, p=0.24; see Fig. 18a), while chimpanzees significantly outperformed 
bonobos on the percent of successful trials (t(33)=-2.27049, p=0.03; see Fig. 18b). 
9.5 inch Inhale Trials Results 
 Bonobos took an average of 6.78 seconds to retrieve the food item from the back of the 
9.5 inch tube via inhalation and averaged success on 26.88% of the trials. Chimpanzees took an 
average of 2.28 seconds to retrieve the food item averaged 70.83% success on the trials. 
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Chimpanzees were significantly faster than bonobos (t(33)=2.6718, p=0.01; see Fig. 19a), and 
they were significantly more successful (t(33)=-3.14644, p<0.01; see Fig. 19b).  
Breath Control: Exhale Methods 
 The goal of the exhale task was to elevate a ball inside an “L” shaped clear PVC tube 
device up to 9.5 inches high. This device had a diameter of one inch and was ten inches tall 
including the mouth piece and the top piece that prevented the ball from flying out of the device. 
A gumball at the bottom of the 9.5 inch vertical tube was supported by mesh on top of the mouth 
piece that went into the ape’s mouth. This mesh prevented the gumball from falling into the 
mouthpiece and allowed the height at which the gumball elevated to be easily measured. Along 
the vertical portion of the tube, 2.5 inches, 5 inches and 9.5 inches were marked. See figure 20 
for device specs. 
Breath Control: Exhale Training 
 Each ten-minute training session began with showing the ape that the ball could move 
within the device by tipping the device up and down, allowing the gumball to roll back and forth. 
The device was then presented against the mesh of the subject’s enclosure (see Fig. 15b for set 
up). If the ape did not immediately place their mouth around the tube, they were trained to do so 
using positive reinforcement training. Whenever the ape exhaled during their natural breathing 
evident by the condensation on the mouthpiece or the ball was elevated, a primary reinforcer was 
sounded, and the ape was given a food reward.  
 After the ape had lifted the gumball at least five times, they were only rewarded once it 
reached 2.5 inches. After reaching that height about five times, they were then only rewarded for 
reaching 5 inches. Before progressing to the test trials, each ape must have reached a criterion of 
elevating the ball at minimum twenty times with at least ten of these times reaching 5 inch or 9.5 
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inch. The skill of each individual dictated how many opportunities they had to elevate the 
gumball. Faster apes had more opportunities to exhale into the tube than did slower individuals, 
due to a smaller interval between successes, but all training sessions were the same duration. A 
maximum of six ten-minute training sessions with no more than two training sessions a day were 
given for each ape to reach criterion. 
Breath Control: Exhale Trials 
 Apes underwent four ten-trial sessions for a total of 40 trials with each exhale test trial 
being a maximum of twenty seconds. A stopwatch was started once the mouthpiece of the tube 
device touched the ape’s mouth and was paused if the ape disengaged from the device. If the 
subject was able to successfully elevate the ball to 9.5 inches using exhalation, the time it took 
within the trial was recorded. If within twenty seconds the ball had not reached 9.5 inches, the 
highest mark it reached, 0 inch, 2.5 inch, or 5 inch, was recorded.  
Breath Control Exhale: Results 
 Of the 16 bonobos who participated in the breath control study, only 3 (18.75%) reached 
training criterion to progress to the exhalation test trials. These three bonobos took an average of 
5.36 seconds to elevate the ball to 9.5 inches and they were, on average, successful on 7.19% of 
the trials. Eight chimpanzees were able to progress to exhalation trials (44.44% of chimpanzee 
subjects), and the average time it took these subjects to elevate the ball to 9.5 inches was 4.64 
seconds; they were successful on an average of 36.67% of the trials. There was no significant 
difference in the proportion of chimpanzees and bonobos who reached exhalation training 
criterion (Z(33)=-1.5958, p=0.11; see Fig. 21). Species comparison of average speed to elevate 
the ball to 9.5 inches and average success was not possible due to low sample size. 
Breath Control: Discussion 
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 For the inhalation breath control task, significantly more chimpanzees than bonobos 
reached the inhale training criterion to progress to inhale test trials. Half of the 16 bonobos 
progressed to inhalation test trials, compared to 83.33% (15 subjects) of the 18 chimpanzees (see 
Fig. 17). This could be due to a variety of factors that have nothing to do with breath control 
itself. All the chimpanzees that were included in this study have lived at a research facility for all 
their life and have participated in behavioral research for most of this time (average age 27). 
During behavioral research, apes are often engaged with novel situations and problems to which 
they must find the solution. Conversely, zoo housed apes do not participate in research as often, 
if at all. The bonobo subjects came from two facilities: The Ape Cognition and Conservation 
Initiative (ACCI) and the Milwaukee County Zoo. Of the 11 bonobo subjects living at this zoo, 
only 3 progressed onto inhalation test trials, whereas all 5 of the bonobos living at ACCI reached 
inhale training criterion. For the last three years, the ACCI bonobos have been exposed to daily 
research opportunities. Prior to this, these bonobos were living in a human enculturated 
environment and were exposed to many atypical situations. The zoo bonobos have not been 
presented with novel problems as often as the research apes.  
Breath control tasks, much more so than the orofacial-motor tasks, include a cognitive 
component. Subjects needed to be able to solve the problem of understanding the goal of the task 
as well as realize there is a problem to be solved. For breath control behaviors to be trained, the 
apes first needed to make an attempt, either incorrectly or close to the desired behavior, to shape 
them properly. Some of the zoo individuals did not attempt to retrieve the food item from the 
clear tube using any means: inhalation, grabbing with hand, sticking out tongue, gesturing for it. 
It was thought at first that perhaps these bonobos were picky eaters and that the reason they were 
not attempting to get the food was that they didn’t like it. However, after using pistachios, dried 
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cranberries, slivered almonds, pine nuts, soy nuts, Smarties candy, and miniature chocolate 
chips, it was decided that food preference was not a factor in the zoo bonobos’ lack of effort. The 
bonobos were engaged with the human experimenter during the research task but did not engage 
with the device. Bonobos living in a zoo are not often challenged with food extraction situations, 
neither through enrichment or research. Keepers usually simply place their diet in their enclosure 
or hand them food. While these individual zoo bonobos have undergone a substantial amount of 
husbandry training, evident by their performance in the orofacial-motor tasks, they rarely interact 
with devices and are infrequently faced with food extraction. 
Across both Pan species, 86.96% (twenty of twenty-three) of apes living at a research 
facility reached inhale training criterion compared to only 27.27%% (three of eleven) of zoo-
housed apes. A significantly higher proportion of research apes were able to reach inhalation 
training criterion and progress to inhale test trials compared to zoo housed apes (Z(33)=-3.4801, 
p<0.001; see Fig. 22). Thus, it seems that the ability to participate in the breath control inhalation 
task has more to do with rearing history rather than species. The zoo apes have not been exposed 
to many situations that require an increased cognitive demand compared to research apes, and 
this may account for the differences mentioned above. To combat this issue and examine species 
differences, zoo housed chimpanzees need to be included in the sample and compared to zoo 
bonobos. Unfortunately, the five research bonobos used in this study are the only research 
bonobos in the country, leaving zoo research as the best option. Additionally, a breath control 
task that did not require training could be implemented. This would hopefully lessen the 
cognitive aspect of the experiment here and get closer to testing just breath control rather than 
extraneous factors in each ape. 
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The exhalation task seemed more challenging for both species, with only 3 out of 16 
bonobos (18.75%) passing exhale training criterion and progressing to exhale test trials and 10 
out of 18 chimpanzees (55.56%) reaching exhale training criterion. There were no significant 
differences in the proportion of bonobos and chimpanzees who reached exhale training criterion 
(Z(33)=-1.5985, p=0.11; see Fig. 21). In future studies, an exhale task similar to the inhale task 
could be implemented. Here, the apes would have to exhale to push a food item along a tube that 
eventually lead back to them. This would make the exhale task just as intrinsically motivating as 
the inhale task and hopefully yield a higher proportion of subjects reaching training criterion.  
It important to note that both breath control tasks included an orofacial component. Apes 
required orofacial-motor control to create a tight seal between their lips and tube for pressure to 
be formed. This pressure allowed the apes to either inhale to retrieve a food item or exhale to 
elevate the gumball. Without orofacial-motor control and the negative pressure it formed, the 
apes would have been physically unable to direct their breath towards or away from the tube. 
Although there was no correlation between Total Orofacial-Motor Scores and Breath Control 
Inhale Scores (R=-0.1425, R2=0.0203, p=0.44). Breath Control Inhale Scores were calculated for 
each subject by dividing the percent of successful inhale trials by the number of training sessions 
it took to reach criterion.  
 Despite uncertain findings due to rearing effects and difficulty of tasks, it is possible 
bonobos do have less breath control than chimpanzees contrary to our hypothesis. A potential 
factor could be body size. Bonobos tend to be smaller than chimpanzees and, thus, would have 
smaller lungs and lung capacity. In this study, we were unable to secure weight measurements on 
all the bonobos to use as a measure of body size. Of the 16 bonobos weights were secured on 12 
with the average weight at 45.80 kilograms. All 18 chimpanzees had weight measurements with 
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the average of 72.69 kilograms being significantly more than bonobos (t(29)=-5.68415 p<0.001; 
see Fig. 23). However, this may not be the best indicator of lung capacity as many of the 
chimpanzees were very overweight at the time of the study; more weight would not necessarily 
be indicative of a larger lung capacity. Chest radiographs have been used in the past to measure 
lung capacity in healthy infants, children, and adults (Clausen, 1997). In the future when 
examining ape breath control, lung capacity can be measured this way and treated as a covariate 
to remove its effect from the results.  
 It may be more challenging to pinpoint a genetic or neurological root of breath control 
since every land mammal breaths in a similar way. However, it has been found that mouth 
breathing as opposed to nasal breathing shows different activity in the human hippocampus (Park 
et al., 2016). Additional fMRI research on human and breathing could direct us to a region of 
interest when examining breath control in apes to allow for a relationship between neuroanatomy 
and breath control skill to be established. Additionally, now that it has been demonstrated that 
breath control exists to a small degree in Homo’s closest extant relative, including an outgroup 
further away from humans would be beneficial to better determine when in evolutionary history 
breath control began to emerge. If gorillas and orangutans show comparable skill to chimpanzees 
and bonobos, it can be inferred that this rudimentary degree of breath control existed prior to the 
LCA of Pan and Homo. 
 Although it is commonly accepted that voluntary control of the breathing apparatus is a 
necessary precursor to language, this is the first time it has been studied empirically in the two 
species most closely related to humans and with a sample larger than two (n=34 in this study). 
While not every ape was able to pass inhale training criterion, a large proportion (64.7%) were 
successful. Perlman et al. (2012) suggest that the ability to have breath control “develops flexibly 
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in contexts when it is motivated and useful…it is acquired and practiced within an instrumental 
purposeful context.” This suggestion is consistent with the observed differences among zoo and 
research apes. The research animals were reared in an environment where problem solving 
behaviors were often rewarded in research tasks and were here able to demonstrate breath 
control. While the zoo animals potentially did not understand the situation they had been put in 
and were not used to solving novel problems. In this study, the number of training sessions was 
capped at six due to time constraints. Since this experiment did require apes to have the cognitive 
skill to solve the problem, the apes that did not reach training criterion could have potentially 
done so with additional training sessions. They could possibly have then performed just as well 
on trials as the apes that passed during their first training session. When studying breath control 
in the future, though an experiment without a training and cognitive component would be 
preferred, additional training sessions could be implemented as well to further remove the 
cognitive aspect of this study.   
 When the apes were able to pass training criterion and progress to test trials, they 
demonstrated at least a rudimentary ability to control their breathing to reach a goal. This does 
not support the conclusion that breath control first emerged within Homo erectus as was 
suggested by MacLarnon and Hewiit (1999) via anatomical evidence (i.e. thoracic canal size). 
The expansion of the thoracic canal suggests that the hypoglossal nerves and nerves innervating 
the abdominal muscles important in respiration increased in number. MacLarnon and Hewitt 
(1999) state that explanations of this innervation can only be due to breath control since 
bipedalism, difficulty of parturition, long distance running, choking avoidance, and an aquatic 
phase can be ruled out due to evolutionary timing or a lack of neurological demand. However, 
based on findings here a degree of breath control exists without this increased innervation and 
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exists prior to Homo erectus. Their findings should be restated to say that an increased level of 
breath control or breath control comparable to humans did not emerge until Homo erectus as a 
degree of breath control was found in chimpanzees and bonobos here. However, without the 
behavior present and without anatomy conclusions matching behavioral data elsewhere it is hard 
to be confident in that conclusion. 
 Both the inhalation task and exhalation task, though not within the species’ natural 
repertoire of behaviors, were simpler than producing a vocalization. If apes are able to inhale and 
exhale on their own volition, it seems safe to infer that they have voluntary control of their vocal 
communication as well, in support of recent works that have suggested this (Hopkins et al., 
2007a). Intentional communication is a hallmark of language and is made possible through 
breath control. Without the ability to exhale or inhale at will a sound could not be produced, and 
speech would be impossible. While some suggest that breath control only evolved for use in 
language (MacLarnon and Hewitt, 1999), others suggest that breath control was a preadaptation 
for spoken language and first emerged for other reasons such as long-distance running and 
swimming. Not only does this force us to rethink humans’ unique position when it comes to 
language mechanisms, but also on how we examine them; fossilized anatomical evidence should 
not be taken as a guarantee when behavioral data of extant species has not been considered.   
 
Summary 
 This thesis aimed to examine two skills necessary to produce a vocalization. Orofacial 
movements mandate what sound is formed when vocalizing by shaping the mouth and effecting 
the format produced, and breath fuels the sound with its control allowing the signaler to choose 
when to vocalize. Without both skills being used in conjunction, volitional vocal communication 
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cannot occur. Bonobos and chimpanzees both displayed some level of orofacial-motor control, 
with bonobos showing greater skill relative to chimpanzees as predicted. This may be due to 
each species’ respective communicative strategy. Bonobos, who have limited access to group 
members when foraging for dispersed THV, utilize vocal communication more than 
chimpanzees, and their vocalizations are less tied to context than chimpanzee vocalizations 
(Moore et al., 2014). This suggests a level of vocal flexibility in bonobos, requiring both 
orofacial-motor control and breath control to dictate when and how a vocalization is made. 
Additionally, neurological differences in the inferior portion of the precentral gyri, the mouth 
motor area of the chimpanzee brain, were compared between two groups of chimpanzee subjects 
categorized based on orofacial-motor performance, though no differences were found in the 
volume of connective tracts, nor average FA values for the left or right hemisphere or whole 
brain. 
Some members of both species also demonstrated breath control, although a species 
comparison was difficult due to potential effects of rearing on performance. Zoo-housed animals 
have not had exposure to research to the same degree to that of the subjects housed in a research 
facility. The zoo bonobos were less likely to reach breath control training criteria than the 
research bonobos and chimpanzees. This may be due to problem solving skills that the research 
apes have acquired over time through exposure to novel situations, unlike the zoo bonobos who 
do not often need to problem solve throughout their day.  
This thesis has demonstrated that orofacial-motor and breath control are evident in our 
closest extant relatives and at a rudimentary level of these skills likely evolved before the 
Pan/Homo split.  This research also supports the hypothesis that bonobos, whose vocal 
communicative strategy more closely resembles our own, would have increased orofacial-motor 
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control of their tongue over chimpanzees. Great ape behavioral data provides a valuable addition 
to fossilized hominin information when drawing conclusions about language evolution. Both 
these methods should be in concordance with each other for better support of hypotheses on the 
evolution of language. 
 
Integration of Research 
 The primary focus of this thesis was to determine if there were behavioral differences 
between bonobos and chimpanzees in their orofacial-motor and breath control. Literature from 
psychology, anthropology, and biology were used to learn more about the ecology, behavior, and 
anatomy of chimpanzees and bonobos to inform our predictions. To test for the existence of 
orofacial-motor and breath control in these apes, experimental methods often seen in 
primatology and experimental biology were used. Additionally, neurological data was analyzed 
on a subset of our subjects to see if there were any neurobiological underpinnings of the 
observed behavior. In order to examine the diffusion tensor imaging to compare high orofacial-
motor performers with low performers, an understanding of neuroanatomy, tracing brain scans, 
and the methods of processing images was necessary. This subset of the thesis alone examined 
one language prerequisite in two different ways. 
 These data could be combined with genetic information, such as an examination of the 
FOXP2, the gene responsible for motor movements of speech in humans, for a more 
comprehensive, integrated analysis on orofacial-motor control especially. Additionally, this 
thesis could benefit from a larger sample size. However, these data represent a unique 
examination of two different language prerequisites in animals outside of Homo sapiens.  
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Figures 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Anatomy of hypoglossal canal in humans and chimpanzees. The skulls to the left show 
the placement of the hypoglossal canal in relation to the rest of the head (taken from Kay et al., 
1998). 
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Figure 2. Midsagittal sections of chimpanzee and human head with red indicating the tongue 
body, yellow indicating the larynx, and blue indicating an air sac not present in humans. (Fitch, 
2000) 
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Figure 3. Order of tasks apes completed for this thesis  
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Figure 4. Orofacial-Motor Score. This score is calculated by dividing the percent correct of one 
task by the number of training session it took to reach training criterion of the same task. Each 
subject has a Lower Lip Orofacial-Motor Score and Tongue Orofacial-Motor Score. 
Chimpanzees used in the DTI study also had a Total Orofacial-Motor Score where these two 
scores were added together.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Mean Lower Lip Orofacial-Motor Scores across chimpanzees and bonobos. No 
significant difference (p>0.05). Error bards indicate standard error. 
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Figure 6. Mean Tongue Orofacial-Motor Score across chimpanzees and bonobos. Bonobos had a 
significantly higher Tongue Orofacial-Motor Score (p<0.001). Error bars indicate standard error. 
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Figure 7. Topographic map of the chimpanzee motor area (taken from Bailey et al.,1950; page 
358) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Formula for calculating a Z score for each subject  
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Figure 9. High and Lower Performers in order of Total Orofacial-Motor Control 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Mean Total Orofacial-Motor Score across High Performers and Low Performers. 
High Performers had a significantly higher Total Orofacial-Motor Score than Low Performers 
(t(16)=-4.73904, p<0.001). Error bars indicate standard error.  
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Figure 11. Visualization of OFM DTI Methods across the same subject. A). Left and Right 
IPrCG Masks on a subject’s clean whole brain that has been registered to a chimpanzee template. 
B). Example of a right hemisphere mask used as an exclusion mask. C). The visual 
representation of FA values across a subject’s clean whole brain that has been registered to a 
chimpanzee template. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12. Average whole brain, left hemisphere, and right hemisphere volume of IPrCG 
connectivity tracts across high and low performers based on Total Orofacial-Motor Scores, with 
no significant differences (p>0.05). Error bars indicate standard error. 
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Figure 13. Connectivity tracts laid over the top of subjects’ clean whole brain that has been 
registered to a chimpanzee template. A) Patrick, a high performer who has the highest volume of 
connectivity tracts (765.92 mm3). B) Liza, a high performer who had the lowest volume of 
connectivity tracts across all 17 subjects (83.00 mm3).  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14. Mean Fractional Anisotropy in the whole brain, left and right hemisphere across high 
and low performers based on Total Orofacial-Motor Scores with no significant differences 
(p>0.05). Error bars indicate standard error. 
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Figure 15. The set up for the breath control tasks. A) Breath Control Inhale Task Set Up where a 
peanut is placed in the clear PVC tube and presented to the ape’s mouth through a protective 
safeguard. B) Setup for Breath Control exhale task, with the exhale tube presented to ape through 
protective safeguard. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16. Inhalation tubes. A) 2.5 inch tube used for inhalation training. B) 5 inch tube used for 
inhalation trials. C) 9.5 inch tube used for inhalation trials. All tubes had a diameter of 1 inch. 
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Figure 17. Proportion of subjects who met inhalation training criterion and progressed on to 
trials. Significant species difference (p=0.01), with more chimpanzees progressing to trials than 
bonobos. Error bars indicate standard error. 
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Figure 18. Breath Control Inhale 5 inch Results. A) Average time for successful 5 inch inhalation 
trials across species. There were no species differences (p>0.05). B) Proportion of successful 5 
inch trials, where the food was retrieved via inhalation, across species. Chimpanzees succeeded 
more often than bonobos (p=0.03). Error bars indicate standard error. 
 
 
 
Figure 19. Breath Control Inhale 9.5 inch Results. A) Average time for successful 9.5 inch 
inhalation trials across species. Chimpanzees inhaled the food item significantly faster than 
bonobos (p=0.02). B) Proportion of successful 9.5inch trials, where the food was retrieved via 
inhalation, across species. Chimpanzees succeeded more often than bonobos (p<0.01). Error bars 
indicate standard error. 
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Figure 20. Exhalation task tube. 
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Figure 21. Proportion of subjects who met exhalation training criterion and progressed on to 
trials across species. There were no species differences (p>0.05). Error bars indicate standard 
error. 
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Figure 22. Proportion of subjects who met inhalation training criterion and progressed on to trials 
across rearing history. Research apes were significantly more likely to progress on to trials than 
zoo housed apes (p<0.001). Error bars indicate standard error. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 23. Average weight across species measured in kilograms (p<0.001). Error bars indicate 
standard error. 
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